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"THE FAREWELL" By Win. Keith 



LAGUNITAS IN AUTUMN 
By William Keith 

William Keith Poetical Painter 
By JAMES WILLIAM PATTISON 

R H Y T H M does not, or itself, make 
poetry, nor does mystery; but 
these come very near to producing 

poetry. Distinct statement gives way to 
suggestiveness, in the making of poetry, the 
latter being a part of mystery because ex 

citing the imagination, as poetry should. 
Poetry may be either exciting or soothing 
but we love better tender sentiments, ex 
pressed with richness and fervor. These 

thoughts are awakened by Keith's land 
scapes; his painted poetry. 

Twenty-two of Keith's pictures have re 

cently been hung on the walls at the Art 
Institute of Chicago, mostly produced 

since the fire burned San Francisco. In 

the effort to make up this loss Keith 
worked very hard up to the time of his 
death. He secured a sufficient number of 
pictures to show him in his various moods 
and mental conditions. Two of the pictures 
shown were rescued from the burning 
studio, and the markings of the knife, with 
which they were cut from their frames, 
are discoverable, proving the haste with 
which the rescue was made. These pictures 
are the property of the artist's estate 
twelve of them only being for sale. 

At an old castle in the highlands of 
Scotland, still owned by the Keith family, 
the artist saw the light in I839. At twelve 
years of age he came, with his mother, to 
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the city of New York, where 
he secured occupation in a 
lawv office, but managed to 
find time to study engraving, 
thus discovering his artistic 
abilitv and commencing his 
life work. There was much 

wood engraving called for to 
illustrate books and other 

publications and Keith found 

regtilar occupation with the 
house of Harpers'. But the 

invention of half-tone en 

graving, and other photo 

graphic processes, made hand 

engraving so expensive that 

the wxood cutters were driven 

out of business. When in 

I859 he moved to California, 
his artistic sense still pre 

\vailed and sent him out to 

paint f rom Nature. There 
was a demand for water col 

ors and ready sales brought 
in enough money to allow of 

going abroad to study. So in 

I869 he found himself at the 

Duisseldorf academy. 
The landscape painters of 

the German city were not, 
what we would call today, 
"realists." If they brought 
home from their summer 

studv realistic renderings of 
mountain scenes, it wNas ex 

pected, by their masters, that 

these faithful notes would be 

rendered into pictures. By 
" pictures" they understood 

that all forms be reduced to 

an orderly system following 
academical traditions. As a 

consequence, the last state, 
that is, the finished picture, 

was liable to be worse than 

the first, because all the easy 

abandon in the painting di 

rectly from Nature was sup 

~~~~~~ * 

EVENING HOUR By William Keith 
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pressed and smothered in this 
studied picture making. Very 
few of the artists had senti 

ment in their souls and very 
little painter-poetry got inlto 
these laboriously finished and 
orderlv pictures. 

In these recently-exhibited 
pictures by Keith, there re 
mains a strong suspicion that 
this Dusseldorf influence al 

ways remained with him, even 
unto the end. However, here 
we find the secret of this 
Scotchman's success; he did 
have poetry in his soul. That 

LATE NO YR MLbEPR IN THIE COAtST RANGE B1y Williams Keith^ 

painful labor which might 
have made him an indifferent 
artist had no ill effect be 
cause of the personality of 

the man. He was always 
himself; always a poet, which 
the majority of the Diissel 
dorfers were not. It is also 
possible that his very low, 
rich color came home with 
him from Germany, for rich 
color is by Ino means lacking 
with the Germans of that 
time. As an illustration of 
the feeling for deep color, the 

paintings of the German 

~~~~~IX. 

AUTUMNV By WVilliain Keith 

American artist, MAlax Bohm, 
come to mind. These, as he 
makes them today, are as 
rich as Keith's and not un 
like them in quality. 

Keith was a lovable man 
and welcomed many noted 
visitors to his studio. Among 
them came George Inness and 

made a long stay, sharing the 
studio Nrith our artist. It is 
often remarked that Keith 
imitated Inness; because of 
the great similarity in the 

work of the two. But the 
truth of this is very much to 

MOUNT TAM-,,ILPAIS IN AUTUMN By William Keith 
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be doubted, and may have 
been the other way about. 
All Inness' earlier work is a 
trifle hard and dry, though 
so beautiful. His specially 

mysterious landscapes were 
all done in later life. At the 
time of his intercourse with 
Keith he did not paint like 
the Californian. Also Inness 
did not handle paint in Keith's 
manner, as can easily be seen 
at any time. Each man 
produced a certain mystery, 
and handled with a disregard 

THE GLORY OF TH1,E HPEAVENS By William Keith 

for details, using only 
rich colors, though 
Keith was the richer 

of the two. Perhaps 
Keith influenced In 
ness; wvho knows? 

\Iany of Keith's 
pictures recall in 
composition, the man 
ner of various paint 
ers of the French 
Barbizon s c h o o l 
Diaz, Corot, Dupre 
and others. This sig 
nifies nothing; every 
man is liable to be 

BREAKING OF THE SO B 

BREAKINTG OF THE STORM By Williamo Keith 

carried off his feet 
by the view of good 
work by other artists 
of his own ilk. It is 
not right to deny the 
personality or origi 
nality of W i 11 i a m 

Keith. All the Bar 
bizon men "painted 
out of their heads," 
not directly outdoors 
from N a t u r e, wvith 
exception of Daubig 
ny. Each of them 
had a scheme of com 
position and colors 
of their oNwn inven 
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SHEPHERD AND SHEEP 
By William Keith 

tion, and so did the man we now consider. 
These all belong, however, to the same 
class of artists. 

Among these pictures of Keith's is one 
showing the actualities of springtime. It 
is an unusual picture by this man because 
so actual. There is a certain amount of 
poetry in it but it is not executed for the 
sake of poetry alone. This picture "San 
Rafael, California," shows an undulating 
country with oak trees and glistening 
houses, a valley beyond and the mountain 
peak in the faraway. Studied for its 
actualities in the month of June; a decid 
edly blue sky, white clouds, soft light on 
the distant mountain's flank; the trees and 
foreground meadow of an unsullied green, 
and spring flowers strewn through the 
grass. Considering how fond the artist was 
of rich glazings, it is a wonder that he left 

the color of this canvas so fresh. It 

proves, also, how capable a painter he was, 
as this is beautiful color though so realistic. 
One questions what would come to this 
freshness were it washed over with any one 
of the thin pigments. Though it would 
still be a delightful picture it might not 
represent early summer. 
M/luch may be said about the glazing. He 

was an inveterate user of glazes, having 
brought the habit from Germany. It is one 
of the traditions in Dusseldorf that the old 
artist Shadow, the historical painter, who 
used huge canvases, having grown weary 
with wielding his big brushes, sat down to 
rest, and called out to one of his pupils: 
"Come here, Peter, and smear me once the 
Devil with bone black over." This thin 
black, made from bone charcoal, was much 
used on the devil or any other figure. It 
must be declared that Keith was a master 
at glazing and produced many superb 
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rJ-~~ jh + S .. ~~~--~~~~ ..... will be the expression of 
''- 'sentiment. The only w-ay 

-'t .which we can judge a boy s 
talent is by his early ability 
to imitate. This proves noth 

-1 -m;fi ^ Xing regarding his a r t i s t i c 

genius. He may or may not 
make a good artist. This is 
illustrated by the habit of 

Howard Pyle not to care to 
see academical studies how 
ever good. He called for the 

youth's scribblings on scraps 
of paper, little things done 

hastily at odd momeints. If 
GOLDEN HOUR By William Keitlt these were fertile in ideas. 

effects of richness and mys 
tery thereby. It is a relief to I 

see paintings made f or the 
sake of sentiment rather than 
for a statement of facts. The 

majority of painters employ 
their ability to reproduce col 
ors, textures and general ap 
pearances; to paint nature as 
it is as exactly as possible. 
WVith these literalists thl aim 
is to become magnificent 
brushmen and to vie wvith 
the jewels in brilliancy of 
color. Probably the last de- 

SAN RAFAEL CALIFORNAIA By William Keith 
velopment with these meni 

Pyle accepted the applicant, 

s 
-;-- -; 
^k-. - - -saying that good dra ing 

could take care of itself. \We 
do not know Keith's first 
buddings, but only his com 
plete fruition. So then he 
developed the ability to en 
I-ichl his paintinigs with glaz 

mings and thus satisfied his 
love of mystery and richness. 

Glazings make Ino changes 
in f orms on the canvas. but 
enrich and harmonize the 
colors, but while they may 
somewvhat conceal the forms 

S UNSET By William Keith they obliterate nothing. At 
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SUNSET 
By William Keith 

the present miioment men paint sparkling 
and forceful, a trifle staring, even crude. 
But Keith would nonie of this. Of course 
glazing darkened the colors but certain 

parts were left brilliant. MAIany of his 
greenish skies come of glazing over a 

clear blue. Of course, it makes the blue 
harmonize with the rich trees and grass. 
One of the large canvases in the recent 
exxhibitioni was "'The Glory of the Hea 
vens." measuring five feet in length. It 
suggests that tw ilight is rapidly approach 

ing. The slight greenish-blue of the sky is 
framed by gorgeous clouds of sunset col 

ors-crimsoni and yellow. A tone that you 
may call l)rown-n pervades the trees which 

are, in places, very sombre. If all the 

precious stones used by the jewelers were 

strewNn about, the effect could not be in 

creased, and it is all tenderly done and sug 

gestive. There are figures and cattle to 

unite our synmpathy with the silent twilight. 
This picture comes here to showv its beauty, 
because it was sold at auction in San Fran 
cisco, for SI2_000; wNhich gives a good 
measure of the finiancial value of Keith's 
paintings. 

A somewhat contrastinig picture is "The 
Breaking of the Storm." A little stream 
in a hollow near by has an abrupt bank 
topped by a line of flat meadow. With a 
hill on the right anid massive oaks opposite, 
the e-ve is led to a picturesque distance and 

manay interestinig tlings, all in pretty, cool 
tones. April smniles and spring cheerful 
ness pervade it all and there are touches 
of blue amid the grav clouds. Peaceful 
hiomes snuggle against the illuminated trees 
and the cows carry out the story of home 
life. 

The magnificenit rugged oaks of Cali 
forniia have tempted many artists to paint, 
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SETTING SUN By Williamol Keith1 

and among them, this leader. 
In fact, every canvas in the 
collection glorifies these fam 
ous oaks. Though almost in 
variably introducing some sol 
itary figure, he paints Christ 

walking alone in the gloom, 
calling it "The Saviouir in the 
Garden of Gethsemane." He 
makes no effort at a tropical 
landscape; the presence of 
the oaks brings the story 
home to each one of us. 
There is a suggestiveness in 
the treatment wlhich excites 
our sympathy for the lonely 

- 
121: 5p 

SPRINGTIME By Williamt Keith 

Divine MIan. The title "Twi 
light Hour," one of the five 

feet pictures, tells well its 

story of fading day. In a 

framing of massive trees sits 
a blue-green sky dotted with 
many wandering golden and 
red clouds. This brilliant dis 
play of color in contrast to 
the delightful richness in 
which the grassy undulations 
float, is the reason for the 

picture, and what more could 

be asked for.? It is almost 
impossible to describe this 

series of trembling forms in 

LAGUNITAS IN' SUMMER By William Keith 

the depths of the half-de 
veloped night, and we wonder 
just howv the artist secuired 
the strange effect; we wvon 
der and admire. It is fortu 
nate that this superb work 
will remain in Chicago, be 
cause purchased by William 

0. Goodman, the President 
of the Society, Friends of 
American Art. 

In "Sunset" the artist has 
introduced a young, silvery 

moon hovering over a bril 
liant line of sunset sky. The 
tangle of trees on the left 
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THE HARVEST 
By William Keith 

receives in its depths the last of. the dav 
light. All is so suggestive of stillness that 

the quiet movements of the home returning 
sheep disturb nothing. We wonder wheth 
er the shepherd is aware that his sweet 
heart is awaiting his coming, half-concealed 
in the shadows. Keith has a wonderful 
ability to paint pictures of peace and pro 
duce a fine feeling of repose. 

"MNlidsummer Night's Dream" is extra 
ordinarily luminous. Though the full 
round sun hangs low at the horizon, so that 
the night enters the depths of the thick 
wood, making an enchanted spot. some 
women still linger to enjoy the glory of it. 
The ancient trees interlace above them, each 
leaf trembling in response to the luminos 
ity. Not unlike it, "The Harvest" has 

many suggestions, not the least, the belated 
hay gathering. The man at the top of the 

load receives the last forkful and the yel 
low sky tells of the completion of a day's 
labor. Each of these sunsets has its own 
tonality indicating the artist's constant ob 
servation of Nature. "Lagunitas in Au 
tumn" has more dayliglht but no less mys 
tery. Embraced by hills the little river 
flows silently amid the oaks. Autumnal 
foliage keeps company with the greenish 
blue of the sky where pale clouds maintain 
the cooliness of the effect. 

In reviewing the collection of pictures 
by Keith, it is impossible to forget the 
striking contrast which they maintain with 
paintings of the immediate present. Our 
strong young painters are now painting 
from nature, wearing heavy coats and arc 
tics to wade and stand in the snow, defying 
the cold in order to note the positive facts 
of the winter season. Indeed, the snow 
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THE QUIET HOUR 
By iWillianm, Keith 

pictures have a fascination because so mag 
nificenitly executed. Hard truths are al 

ways fascinating when wrell noted but they 
are not poetical. Keith carried a sufficiency 
of facts in his head. He used just enougl 
of them to tell his story of poetical mystery. 
If we mistake not, the poetry is the better 

of the two and will continiue to sootlhe us 

for man! years to comue. 
If w7e are allowNed to make comparisons 

in order to arrive at a vital 

uniderstandinlg of the situa 

tion: there is at this writinog 

an exhibitioni of impor-tan-t 

canvasses byr Spanish artists. 

all made wvithin a slhort 
period revealinw to us the 

mentalityv of certain men of 

distinct clharacter with whom 

wve have beenl-but little famil 

iarity. A m o n g them- are 

works by Sorolla and Zuloaga. 

and these wi-e do know- wvell 

becaluse of their recent ex 

tensive exhibitionis in ' our 

country. Both these Span 

iards are realists, eaclh in hiis 

wa v a great painiter. Howr 

do these compar-e ith Wil 

liam Keith as painters ? If 
w,e were obliged to live in the 

same house wvith thieir work 

in daily intercourse, looking 

upon their pictures as inti 

mate friends, w-hich would we 

love the more in a lifetime? 

Of which ivould we tire soonl 
er? One of the difficulties 
With purchasing pictures is to 
be sture that they do not be 
come wearisome. Probablv 

the Keith pictures will out 
last the others, as friends. 

\NVhile admiring the Spanish 
\vork, w e shall love the Amer 

ican. All human beings are 

carried off their feet by exact 
imitations. Even a photograph is pleasing, 
though so impersonal and without a soul, 
also, a brilliant representation of sunlight 
touches u's to the quick. A succession of 
vital and unexpected attitudes and move 
menits stirs our admiration, and wvonderful 
cleverness in brushinog carries us away. 
But the tender voice, the gentle hand, the 
loving touch have always gonie farther in 
giving comfort and satisfaction than any 

SAT-IOUR IN THE GARDEN OF GETHSE.IIANE 
BRu William Keitlt 
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SPIRIT OF MUSIC 
By William Keith 

clever display whatsoever. \What is the 

secret of woman's influence over man? Is 

it not her gentleness, her tender touch, her 

quiet smile? She must have character and 

force, but womanly character and concealed 

force. These being absent, she loses her 

hold as time passes, and love lies a-wreck. 

There is a wild gallop in Sorolla's present 

ations of Nature which carries us away, 

and Zuloaga shocks into admiration with 

his positivism. Finally the tender presence 

of WVilliam Keith secures our even balance. 
In purchasing pictures one 

of the first questions should 

be: "How long before this 

clever xwork will weary us 

with its intruding presence?" 
Keith will weary no one, but 

constant- companionship will 

make him m o r e precious 

through life. 
There is a recipe for mak 

ing pictures. It calls for so 

much dark, so much light; so 

much xvarm color, so much 

cool; a dark mass here and a 

light mass to balance it; a 

solid here and a broken mass 

to balance it: a series of forms 

which lead the eye along an 

agreeable line. It mattel s not 

wvhat objects are used to ex 

press these principles, it may 

be trees and a meadow or a 

lake and sky, or ships bv a 

shore or groups of people; if 

the divisionis are correct there 

will be a picture. Colors may 

be cool or wvarm and rich. If 

they be agreeable colors the 

worrk is a success. Of course, 

t h e painter's cleverness in 

brushing counts for a good 

deal, just as good literature 

depends on the writer's witty 
phrases. It has been said 

that Keith's motives are al 

ways the same. But an ex 

amination of any large number of his pic 
tures will disprove this. He loves the noble 

oaks of California, and sees their healthy 
rotundity with pleasure, and his inclination 
toward rich color and deep tone leads him 

often toward certain specified nmixtures of 
color, but the variety of his compositionls 
is equal to that of almost any prolific pro 
ducer of art works. In order to make a 
proper comparison here, it is said that the 
great English artist, Turner, had three 
periods in his painting. That nleans that 

CALIFORNIA OAKS 
By William Keith 
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at a certain time in his life he was a literal 
ist, later on a brilliant producer of marine 

poetry, and, still later, an experimentalist 
in great variety of effects of light. The 
pictures of each of these periods resemble 
each other, as brothers sometimes do. This 
may be said of almost any painter in the 
wNorld from the great Claude to Redfield 
or Childe Hassam. 

It has been written that Keith's "disre 
gard for the fixed laws governing his craft" 
wvas complete. He sent up new laws of 
Nature, new planes of color, new perspect 
ives and new handling of light and shade. 

His technique wvas of his own making and 
varied as the mood and subject struck him. 
"His idealization of the moods and life of 
Nature seem to constitute his chief claim 
to greatness." 

There is a certain sense in which these 
statements are true, but they do not tell all 
the truth. An analysis of Keith's pictures 
wvill nrove that he did not disregard the 

fixed lawvs governing his craft with few 
exceptions, the balance of his composition 
is remarkably perfect, especially remark 
able because of his impulsive disposition. 
Getting excited as the painting progressed, 
seeking to find colors and forms which 

might express his meaning, it is matter for 
wonder that his lawlessness so seldom got 
the better of his judgment. There are men 
who use a scheme of color (of their own 
invention, perhaps) and the combination of 
brush strokes each day the same as yester 
day, and we become familiar with their 
tricks. Keith was too much a lover to be 
thus systematic. Lovers move each other's 
feelings xvithout art. But your cultivated 
lover has an art which conceals art, and he 
uses his craft almost unconsciously; a 
strange mixture of artfulness and inno 
cence which brings about the hoped-for 
result. 

Great art is certainly present when sci 
ence and love work together. 

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM 
By William Keith 
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